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Restoring Cuba Street charm
Photos: Jason Mann Photography

In late September, three weeks ahead of programme, the redeveloped Cuba
Street retail and office space project achieved practical completion. Despite
the challenges of working over a pandemic, the team delivered a stunning
product for one of the city’s most popular spots. Sam Boult reports.
A dawn ceremony on 22 October marked the official opening of 100 Cuba Street – a trio of
buildings, all strengthened to 100% NBS and completely refurbished to accommodate new
retail and office tenancies.
Representatives from Taranaki Whānui and Ngāti Toa blessed the building. Mayor Andy
Foster and project team members including LTM staff, Willis Bond, Athfield Architects and
Dunning Thornton Consultants also attended.
Thank you to everyone who has enabled this build to
come to fruition. It has been a tremendous effort by
all LTM and sub-contractors on site. Special thanks to
our team: Graham Little, RJ, Billy Louie, Bryce Hunter,
JP Seccombe, Amby Talamaivao, Kerrin Manuel, Sione
Feki and Gerrard Andrews.
Our labour-only contractors really helped pushed the
job along and a number of our key sub-contractors
went over the above their call of duty to enable an early handover. We are incredibly grateful
for their hard work. Thank you also to the wider consultant and client teams who have
supported LTM from the start.

The replenished Cuba Street facades have retained their special
heritage features – an important, though sometimes challenging
aspect of the project. Our efforts to preserve the existing heritage
fabric have been well worth it. The salvaged matai timber flooring
and pressed tin ceilings certainly look impressive and pay great
compliment to the existing building. Seven modern retail units
occupy the ground floor, whilst the upper stories have been
reconfigured to accommodate modern office space for Greater
Wellington Regional Council. Our team was proud to hand over the
project early and we’re already getting stuck into the next stage,
the Victoria Lane Apartments (see page 6).

In early October, Willis Bond & Co held a day for family and friends of those who worked
on the project to see all the hard work put in over the last two years. Later in the month,
a celebratory dinner was held to thank key LTM staff, labour-only and sub-contractor
personnel.

360 degree views on Auckland’s waterfront
Early September
marked the great
unveiling of the
Daldy Street
Apartments
at 30 Madden
in Wynyard
Quarter. These
impressive drone
shots of the site
showcase this
project milestone
for Stage One.

Peter Dynan and the team from Symonds Street have
handed over four floors of revitalised lab and office space
to the University of Auckland (UoA).
Renovating one of UoA’s largest science blocks, the Thomas
Building, has been a four year project involving multiple work
stages.
The lengthy programme has covered four storeys of gutting,
asbestos removal, and fitout upgrades. Modernising the lab and
office space has been a real team effort with LTM workers onsite
always conscious of the scientists working on separate floors.
Disruption was kept to a minimum to enable the building to
continue functioning as a laboratory.
Helen McConachie from the Faculty of Science writes,
“I would like to express my appreciation for the professionalism
and care that Tim Brodie brought to the Thomas renovation job.
He was always very attentive to our concerns and considerate of
the impact that work would have on building occupants. Peter
Dynan was also superb to work with.”

Photos: Survis Ltd

The Daldy Street
Apartments
look set for
completion
by the end of
the year, with
residents moving
in early 2021.
The Stage two
Beaumont
Apartments will
soon follow –
their expected
completion late
2021.
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Te Awe opens its doors

Keystone visit

Bill Manuel sent us these images of the Te Awe Library opening
in central Wellington, where LT McGuinness were thanked by the
mayor, Andy Foster,” for once again completing a beautiful project
that the city can be proud of.”

Bowen site gave Keystone
Foundation scholarship students
an interesting tour around the
new build.

Te Awe was officially opened at a special dawn ceremony on 14
July 2020.

Image source: The Wellington City Council and Bill Manuel

Te Awe Library is the largest of the three temporary libraries
established for Wellingtonians while their Central Library is out of
action. The Collective Café fitout sits inside the foyer next to the
library where library goers can enjoy a good book with their flat
white. Te Awe is well worth a visit, especially for the little ones.

A group of excited scholarship recipents
visited Precinct Properties’ Bowen Campus
to view the job’s progress. The students
enjoyed checking out Bowen State
Building and Charles Ferguson Tower,
LTM jobs that have involved strengthening
and refurbishing the existing structures.
For some of the students, this was their
second visit and a great opportunity to
observe development.

Architects: HMOA

St John’s exemplifies top craftsmanship
Following months of careful restrengthening work, St John’s Church
in Wellington is sitting sturdy once again.
The refurbished and restrengthened St John’s
church on Willis Street reopened its doors to the
public on 9 August.

“Wow! We met a real life builder today!”
Children from the Playhouse Creche and Playschool in
downtown Wellington were thrilled to venture out on a
local excursion to watch the new crane being erected at
LTM’s Bowen Campus. Maryanne Roberts and Will Bowler
explained what was happening on site to their excited
visitors. Perhaps some future building specialists in the mix?

The heritage-listed 1885 building, designed by
Thomas Turnbull, had posed a serious earthquake
risk. LT McGuinness have worked with Dunning
Thornton Consultants to strengthen it to 70%
new building standard. The two-year project was
led by Matt
Pattinson.
The work
encompassed new reinforced
concrete piles and connections to the
foundation. Bracing was installed at
either end of the church along with
ply bracing on the main towers and a
full exterior refurbishment was carried
out.
The interior, through a careful process of dismantling, numbering, storing
and replacing the existing kauri cladding, has been restored to its former
glory.
The team’s attention
to detail and fine
craftsmanship has not
gone unnoticed by
the parishoners and
members of the public
who pass through the
church’s doors.
Architect: Russell Murray, R&D Architects
Engineers: Dunning Thornton Consultants
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All ready in their high-vis, the children
observed (above) and then chatted to
Will Bowler (right).

“We were very lucky to go and watch the installation
of the crane on 40 Bowen Street today. The team from
LT McGuinness were amazing as usual and Will Bowler
happily answered the many questions the children had.”
Ledevia Gronbeck, Playhouse Creche and Playschool

Photos: Playhouse Creche and Playschool

Sketching the crane.

Months of planning pay off at Bowen Campus
Chris Murray delivers an update on the second stage of Bowen Campus .

Image source: Precinct Properties

Architect: Tennent Brown Architects
Engineers: Dunning Thornton Consultants

Precinct Properties, owners of the nearby Bowen State and
Charles Fergusson buildings, have teamed up with Tennent Brown
architects and Dunning Thornton engineers to design new twin
buildings at 40 and 44 Bowen Street (BS). The modern structures
will offer 20,000sqm of commercial space and phase one is
already underway.

Top-left:
Architectual render of the twin
buildings viewed from Bowen street.
Top-right: Site blessing.
Left: RCP’s Ben Gurton with son
Oliver.
Image source: Precinct Properties

Incorporated into the plans are connected laneways for cafe and
retail occupants. When the project is complete, Bowen Campus
will be made up of four buildings to accommodate approximately
5,000 office workers.
Large, open plan spaces and extensive glazing allow for maximum
natural light and beautiful views of the city. Incorporated into
the design is modern seismic technology, such as ‘fluid viscous
dampers’ in the structural frame to minimise earthquake damage.
Chris, what has the Bowen Campus team been up to these past
few months?

Above:
Render of the
connecting
laneway.

We commenced and completed board piles for the first building
(40BS). The main bulk excavations and foundations will now
begin while offsite procurement of steel is underway due for
erection before Christmas.

Left: Fr Barry
Scannell
blessed the site
before work
commenced.
Pictured
with Sean
McGuinness.

What’s the biggest challenge ahead?
Building over and adjacent the Main Sewer Interceptor (MSI)
has and is the hardest part of this job. This is the main sewer
line that runs right through the building site which facilitates all
Wellington’s north bound areas. It’s a 1.8m x 900mm concrete
pipe that we must not hit or damage at all costs. Some significant
engineering is going on to overcome this such as bridges for
piling rigs and mac alloy tie backs to hold retention walls in place.
Piles next to the MSI have had to have outer casings
hydrovacumed (sunk) down by a person working in confined
space to a level below the bottom of the MSI so the bored piling
operation did not impact on the soils around the pipe.
Every operation around the MSI must be surveyed for movement
daily and we are under constant watch from the asset owner
Wellington Water. It has taken months of planning and approvals
to get to where we are now and things are progressing as per
plan with piling.
What is interesting about this project?
The buildings are very similar yet slightly different – they both
have viscous dampers throughout, and an adjoining atrium

between them. 40 is mainly completed with a glass façade and has a
pointed end while 44 is more square and has an elevation of precast
as well as glass. On completion, both spaces will be used as office
buildings with basement carparks and retails on the ground floor.
When can we expect the job to finish?
40 BS is due for completion September 2022 and 44 BS is due in May
2023. The site is likely to hit around 500 staff (LTM and contractors) at
its peak.
What have you learnt from Stage One that will help you going into
Stage Two?
It won’t happen in a day, but it will happen.
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Architect: Warren and Mahoney
Client: Precinct Properties

Re’generating’ Dunbar Sloane
A creative upgrade is underway to transform the historic
Wellington Dunbar Sloane building into a modern coworking and shared event space, ‘Generator’, for client
Precinct Properties.
On the ground, Jacob Monk Taingahue, Ammaar Ali and Matt Kontze
are managing the project with quantity surveyor Sam Matthews and a
strong team behind them.
The five-level building at 30 Waring Taylor Street is well overdue for
refurbishment and it requires extensive structural work to achieve 100
percent of the new building standard.
The 2000sqm building’s fitout design retains original heritage features
such as high stud ceilings, native timbers and exposed brick walls.
The final look will be a blend of the old mixed with the new.

Jim’s piece of history

Laurie carried out building work that
included the installation of a second
staircase to the value of 7484 pounds –
a grand sum in those days! In 1969, he
went on to fit out the basement area for
retail.

There have been four generations of Dunbar Sloanes in the
auctioneering business in Wellington and LT McGuinness has carried
out work for the two most recent generations. Laurie (Lawrence
McGuinness) was a good friend of the second Dunbar, and in 1967,

It been interesting for the team onsite at
Waring Taylor Street to uncover Laurie’s
building work from over half a century
ago.

Warren and Mahoney are the design team behind the project,
working alongside Dunning Thornton engineers.

NZX fitout keeps the market flowing
Mark Vonder reports from Wellington’s waterfront.
During the coldest months of the year, the Facilities and Maintenance
team had the privilege of working with Warren and Mahoney to carry out
an interior fitout within the NZX building.
Our working hours were under major time constraints. On Saturdays, our
team could only make noise from 10.00 am to 2.00 pm, but with highly
organised people such as Louis Scoble and Gary Ellis working all hours of
the day and weekends to push the job along, we managed to get there.
Our subcontractors are definitely worth a mention for going above and
beyond their call of duty.
Like every job the fitout had its challenges; from the delicate aspects such
as the four millimetre reeded glass stuck onto a toughened clear glass
with a mirror backing, to mucking in and getting 230m2 of concrete floor,
cleaned up, ground down and sealed in a four-hour time limit.
Despite the challenges we had our highlights, one being our clients – an
architectural firm. They were so easy to deal with and would often bring a
morning coffee and breakfast to the boys, making the early mornings and
weekends more bearable.

High-spec fitout

The second positive was the view.
The team enjoyed many a ‘red sky’
morning, which always put a smile
on their faces. The final fitout looks
impressive and our clients seem more
than happy with their new space.

Client: Warren and Mahoney
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Laurie’s 1967 staircase
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Sunrise delight

With compliments
L4 NZX CENTRE fito
ut

Hi Aaron McGuinness and

Mark Vonder,

A big thanks from us for all
of your great work on our
fitout. It’s
almost done and we are exc
ited to be in on time and up
and running.
Thanks both for the attentio
n to detail and QA on the
base build and
fitout. It is important brandi
ng and market messaging
for both firms.
Mark, also thanks for bein
g so accommodating with
the move – the
no fuss, no drama approach
was noted and much apprec
iated.
Grant Wilson
Chief Operating Officer
Warren and Ma honey

Leaving their
mark
During the project,
cladding was removed
to reveal LTM staff graffiti
dating back 15 years!
The names ‘Fish and
Mike’ were secretly
hidden, only to
be discovered by
the Facilities and
Maintenance team
in 2020. Chocolate
fish prize for anyone
who can guess Mike’s
surname!

Victoria Lane Apartments - project update
Wade Pulford reports from the Cuba Precinct, a busy site he describes as, “a dance with many moving parts”.

Architect: Athfield Architects
Client: Willis Bond

One of the final pieces of the Cuba Precinct development, the base-isolated
Victoria Lane Apartments (VLA) building project, is off the ground. You only
have to walk past the site to observe how busy the team are and see the
sheer amount of plant and equipment involved. “We have a crawler crane,
tower crane, two piling rigs and three excavators. It’s like conducting a
dance, configuring all the equipment to ensure they move and operate
safely within their zone,” says Wade.
Fr Barry Scannell travelled from Napier to bless the site (see photo). “Then,
from August through to September, 124 driven piles were installed. On a
rare windless weekend in late September, a 70 metre high tower crane
was successfully erected (see Kerrin’s words below). MJH have already
commenced the fabrication of the nodes and ground floor steelwork. We
were relieved to hear when the base isolators had finally departed Kuala
Lumpur, with the first six arriving in early October,” says Wade.

Image source: Willis Bond

The mixed-use development is made up of retail and commercial space
on the ground floor, commercial offices from levels one to three and 123
apartments above. An adjoining car park building will connect with the
adjacent Farmers Building.
Wade says there are some challenges ahead. “The building’s cantilever on
the north end extends eight metres from level 10 up to level 16. To enable
construction of this tricky design, we’ll be using strict methodology.”
Judging from the work achieved so far, the Cuba Precinct team seem ready
for anything.

VLA Site Blessing led by Fr Barry Scannell

Tower Crane

From Kerrin Manuel:

Awesome effort by all the team for the
seamless, successful install of the VLA crane
over the weekend. Don’t think we have ever
had a weather weekend like that before.
If you could all ensure these weather conditions are booked in for the dismantle in
18 months-time that would be greatly appreciated! Well done all, fantastic effort.

Preserving Sacred Heart for years to come
Architect: BKB Team Architects
Engineers: Dunning Thornton Consultants

LTM’s Matt Pattinson is leading yet
another heritage project, working
alongside site manager Sean
Reilly and a highly skilled team to
restrengthen and restore the Sacred
Heart Cathedral in Hill St, Thorndon.

Roof work begins

Deemed a serious earthquake risk back in
2018, the cathedral was closed for seismic
strengthening. Temporary work carried out by
LTM enabled access to the Cathedral Chapel
and Connolly Hall for use in the interim.

Photo: WelCOM

Since then, the Parish have worked hard to
fundraise and the project is a recipient of the
Government’s ‘shovel ready’ fund. Although
there is still money to be raised, the Parish is
optimistic they will find the support. The job
will create almost 300 construction jobs.

Cardinal John Dew’s blessing

In early August 2020, Cardinal John Dew,
Archbishop of Wellington, blessed the site
and those who will be working on the project.
Currently, the LTM team are carrying out
roof-strengthening work, a lengthy process

that will stretch until May 2021. The next stage
includes base isolation work, and refurbishment
inside and out. “Also interesting to note, is that part
of undertaking investigations for the base isolation
stage, includes locating Bishop Viard (1809-1872),
the first Roman Catholic bishop of Wellington,
who is thought to be buried beneath Sacred Heart
Cathedral.” says Matt.
The Cathedral is expected to reopen in 2023.
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By Fidell Nicholson
Here in Auckland we are lucky enough to be completing the HSBC
Bank’s new New Zealand retail branch and offices on Queen Street.
The project consists of just over 2500m2 of high-end office fitout
across two levels in the old PWC Tower on the waterfront.
Due to the age of the existing building, the acoustic quality is
extremely poor. At times, this has made it challenging to carry out any
works, particularly with a law firm located on the level below. We are
mindful that they are continuing to operate as twelve levels of fitout
occur above and below them. We’ve gifted a lot of cupcakes just to
say a big thank you for being so tolerant!
It’s pretty hard not to look past the amazing project team which has
a great mix of youthful excitement with Matt Scott (QS Cadet) and
Lara Hynson (Site Cadet) and then old experienced war horses such as
Luke Golds-Uli and Chris Guile.

Architect: Davenport Campbell & Partners
Client: The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation

Breathtaking views from HSBC

A highlight has to be our million-dollar site office views; proof that
Auckland really is the best place in New Zealand.
The
four-and-ahalf-month
project
involves six
LTM staff.
It must be
noted that
all have
become
excellent
ping pong
players since
joining the
project!

Enjoying the view

Scholarship makes a difference
By recipient Harry Fergus
LTM’s Victoria University scholarship is targeted at students like
myself, studying degrees in the building sector such as VUW’s
Bachelor of Building Science. The scholarship assists with
financial hardship and gives
students the opportunity to
gain valuable work experience
whilst undertaking study.
In 2019, during my first week
at university, I was advised
that I had been awarded LTM’s
scholarship. It instantly made a
daunting experience become
real and exciting, incentivising
me to drive harder and really
push my boundaries.
My university timetable has
recently allowed me to start
working for LT McGuinness on
Fridays. This has given me the opportunity to put my university
work into practice. I’m currently working on the Victoria Lane
Apartments/Old Farmers Building on Cuba/Victoria Street in
Wellington, gaining work experience as a labourer. For the past
couple of weeks, I have been helping to set up shoring to brace
the concrete flooring in the carpark, as well as general site
clean-up including the stacking of materials. I have also been
offered a full-time job with LTM over the university summer
holidays which should allow me to gain even more practical
experience and further assist me financially.
I’m very grateful to be the latest recipient of the LT McGuinness
scholarship.

Toolbox Poem
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Melissa Campbell

What is your role within LTM?
I manage the Health and Safety in Auckland, working with the site teams
to ensure everyone stays safe and healthy on site. I’m sure my visits are the
highlight of their week!
What is your favourite part
about working with LTM?
Everyone knows everyone and
is incredibly supportive of one
another.
What do you get up to when
you’re not working?
Spending time with my parents
at their farm, helping with
the horses and other animals.
Going hiking with friends,
and of course, a few glasses
of wine.
What’s something interesting
about you that most people
don’t know?
Until I injured my knee, I
was preparing for the 2012
Olympics in track cycling.
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By Puro Coleman from
Multi Civil Contracting
LT welcomed Maryanne Roberts
to 40 Bowen Site Stage two.
The new health and safety rep
part of the LT McGuinness crew.
It was a Tool Box / Health and Safety meeting
held the other day,
making sure we stick to the safety rules
and everyone’s doing OK.
Talked about spotters for reversing trucks
plus signing in and out on the hammer tech
pad,
making sure we sign our hot works off
so Maryanne doesn’t get mad.
With so many eyes watching us
keep doing things right, don’t go astray.
The smile on Sam’s face
for winning the green card
Priceless. You can’t take that away.
It’s good to see familiar faces
Like Dion and Nick on site
And working with LT McGuinness,
You know you’re doing it right.

Cranes are
named!
Entries were
so good, we
couldn’t pick
one, so we’re
awarding
the prize to
the Mulhern
family clan.
We asked
you to name
two tower
cranes at our
Wellington
Exhibition
and
Convention
Centre site.
Enjoy your
Cinebuzz
family movie
pass!

L & T - Isobel
Lifty & Lofty - Alice
Superman & Hulk - Ben

staff
Sports Dinner
Staff attending the KĀPURA Hutt
Valley Sports Awards:
Josh Maxwell
Manu Silafai
Alexey Plyshevsky
Matthew Uilao
Sam Wyllie
Vao Palemene
Sione Feki
Ryan Cook
Ed Russell
Chris Murray
Held on 8 October 2020 at Walter
Nash Stadium.

Three in a row for the mighty Crusaders

Football family success

“The third year
on the trot an
unsuspecting
punter has lost
a wager on the
mighty Crusaders.”
Left: Auckland
staffmember
Soifuaga Luke
Golds-Uili,
pictured here with
Leo Hart.

Enjoying social club events again
The Wellington social club met up at The Lanes for a fun night
of bowling and pool on Saturday 26 September. Despite the
terrible weather, there was a
great turnout and a chance
for staff to enjoy socialising
together now that COVID
restrictions have relaxed.

This football season, brothers Jackson, Tiahn and Riley (sons of
Kerrin Manuel) played together for North Wellington Football
Club’s first team for the very first time. They are the third family
in Wellington FC history with three brothers on the same team.
For the Manuel family, including Grandad Bill, it was a special
moment.

Tracing history

LTM hits the headlines
Georgia
Robinson’s
long search
for the owner
of a lost wallet
made it into the
Horowhenua
Chronicle.

Jim, Peter and Brian McGuinness sit down with writer
Pat Martin to trace the company’s history.
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staff news

Follow us @ltmcguinness_construction
Got a good story for Hard Yards? Email: ltm@mcguinness.co.nz

Getting out on
the green
Jessica Haigh
Auckland Social Club
had a wonderful
afternoon in October,
getting their ‘roll on’ at
the local Point Chevalier
Lawn Bowls Club.

NEW ARRIVALS
Angus Peter Francis Paulin
was born Friday the 9th of
October, 6.33pm, 8.2lbs
to proud parents Michael
Paulin and Michaela Smith.
Congratulations!

Upcoming
events
Wellington
Social Club

Sweet Georgia
Cruise
Friday 20 November
Early evening sail around
Wellington Harbour.

Engagement

Christmas parties
Auckland
Kids :6 December,
Auckland Zoo
Staff: 12 December,
Villa Maria Estate, Manukau
Wellington
Kids: 6 December,
Wellington Indoor Sports Centre
(under thre Sky Stadium)
Staff: 19 December,
The Exchange Atrium

Go speed racer

Congratulations to Chris
McGuinness and Lauren Hooper.
Rumour has it he even chose the
ring...

It is with much joy that one of our
Auckland team, Paul Mullally and
his wife Jo, announced the birth of
their precious daughter, Kayla Chloe
Mullally, born on Fri 23rd Oct. Paul
and Jo’s first daughter Chloe had a
long battle with Leukemia and sadly
passed away on 2 Jan this year at
only 2.5 years old, so we were all
delighted to hear of baby Kayla’s safe
arrival.

Welcome
A warm welcome to new staff:
Auckland
Sherry Bacus, Jessica Haigh

Wellington
Travis Blizzard, Michael Bonner, Peter Downing, Robert Gray, Rodney
Green, Ryan Hay, Robbie McGregor, Maryanne Roberts, Moli Taingi

Palmerston North
Bruce Harris
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“The guys from Watermark came out and put the logo
across the front of the car yesterday. I think that it looks
fantastic and complements the Lower Hutt Powertool
sponsorship well.”
In September Andrew Thomas was out at Manfield flying
the LTM flag in the final round of the Winter Series.

